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Abstract. A low-resolution depth map can be upsampled through the guidance from the registered high-
resolution color image. This type of method is so-called guided depth map upsampling. Among the existing
methods based on Markov random field (MRF), either data-driven or model-based prior is adopted to construct
the regularization term. The data-driven prior can implicitly reveal the relation between color-depth image pair by
training on external data. The model-based prior provides the anisotropic smoothness constraint guided by high-
resolution color image. These types of priors can complement each other to solve the ambiguity in guided depth
map upsampling. An MRF-based approach is proposed that takes both of them into account to regularize the
depth map. Based on analysis sparse coding, the data-driven prior is defined by joint cosparsity on the vectors
transformed from color-depth patches using the pair of learned operators. It is based on the assumption that the
cosupports of such bimodal image structures computed by the operators are aligned. The edge inconsistency
measurement is explicitly calculated, which is embedded into the model-based prior. It can significantly mitigate
texture-copying artifacts. The experimental results on Middlebury datasets demonstrate the validity of the pro-
posed method that outperforms seven state-of-the-art approaches. © 2018 SPIE and IS&T [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.27.4
.043004]
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1 Introduction
Depth information is widely used in many advanced appli-
cations, e.g., image-based rendering, robot navigation,
and three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction. However, com-
pared with shooting conventional color image, high-quality
depth map acquisition is more difficult. The methods for
shooting depth map are classified into two types, such as pas-
sive and active. The passive methods estimate the depth map
through stereomatching that is to find correspondences
among the color images in different views. In spite of devel-
opments in decades, the difficulty of estimating the depth
values in texture-less and occlusion regions is still open.
Alternatively, as the cost of sensors is reduced, the active
methods that directly capture depth map using such sensors
receive more and more attention. Laser scanner1 normally
is the best choice to obtain a highly accurate depth map
for static scenes. For dynamic scenes, ToF sensors (e.g.,
Swissranger 4500, Kinect V2) obtain real-time depth
sequences by measuring the phase difference between the
emitted light and the reflected light.2 However, these
depth maps are noisy in low resolutions (e.g., 176 × 144,
200 × 200). So, the quality of the raw depth maps captured
by such sensors cannot meet the requirements in real appli-
cations. Typically, the high-resolution (HR) color image that
is the description of the same scene as the low-resolution
(LR) depth map is always used to guide LR depth map
upsampling. This type of method is so-called guided depth
map upsampling.

Many approaches for guided depth map upsampling are
proposed. The early works upsample the LR depth map by
assuming that the depth and the color edges on the corre-
sponding locations are consistent. The relation between
neighboring pixels on the HR color image can provide the
prior for the corresponding pixels on the depth map that
is to be upsampled. Such prior is model-based without
training on external data. Nevertheless, the edge-consistent
assumption is not always true leading to texture-copying arti-
facts and blurring depth edges. Specially, the texture-copying
artifacts are caused by the situation that the smooth depth
regions correspond to the color regions with rich texture.
By contrast, the blurring depth edges are normally observed
in the case that the smooth color regions correspond to the
depth regions with edges. Figure 1 shows an illustration for
the two cases of edge inconsistency explained above. The
edge maps are computed by Canny operator.3 For decades,
there have been several works trying to solve these
challenges.4–8 They balance the contribution from the origi-
nal depth map and the companion color image. Garcia et al.4

proposed a credibility map to identify the smooth regions on
the depth map where texture copying might occur. The cred-
ibility map is defined as a Gaussian function that is related to
the gradient of the LR depth map. However, this method may
blur depth edges when there are no corresponding edges on
the color image. In addition, the credibility map only uses the
local feature on the LR depth map, which cannot precisely
evaluate the edge inconsistency between the color image and
the depth map. Lo et al.6 presented a framework for depth
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map SR problem by solving a Markov random field (MRF)
labeling optimization problem, which considers preserving
depth edges and suppressing texture-copying artifacts. The
main constraints are twofold. (1) Reference 6 only uses
the range information of local patches on the depth map
to classify smooth and unsmooth regions. Depending on
the classification above, different weight schemes are carried
out. As the local structure is used, the improvement is lim-
ited. (2) Reference 6 only detects the edges on the depth map
and it does not explicitly measure inconsistency between the
color edge map and the depth edge map. Therefore, the guid-
ance may not be correct in certain situations. Xiang et al.8

proposed a method that validates the pair of edges on
the depth map and the corresponding color image. Such
validation is only based on the local structure. An empirical
threshold is adopted to filter unreliable edge pairs. Overall,
the common drawback of these methods is that they do not
explicitly evaluate the edge inconsistency between the color
image and the corresponding depth map by taking local
and global structure into account. Therefore, they cannot
adaptively control the efforts of the guidance from the HR
color image when enhancing the LR depth map. Our pre-
vious work9 for the first time explicitly calculates the incon-
sistency between the depth edges and the corresponding
color edges through global optimization. Although the per-
formance of this type of method is significantly improved,
the improvement is limited because only the handcraft fea-
tures (e.g., edge, segment) are used.

Recently, some works were proposed to learn the relation
between the HR color image and the LR depth map by

training on external data. Such relation is implicitly learned
through joint sparse coding. There are two types of sparse
coding, which are based on synthesis and analysis models.
The synthesis model assumes that the signal X can be rep-
resented by sparse atoms fui; : : : ; ujg that are columns of
learned dictionary U. The sparse coefficient α is to identify
these atoms with a sparsity constraint, which is always
defined by L1 norm. That is, X ¼ Uα s.t. gðαÞ < τ in
which g is a function for evaluating sparsity and τ is a thresh-
old. Therefore, the signal is represented by the elements that
are nonzero in α. In joint synthesis sparse coding, a pair of
dictionaries is learned for the depth map and color image,
respectively. The relation between them is represented by
sharing the sparse coefficient α. In the analysis perspective,
the original signal X is transformed by a learned operator Ω,
which is called analyzed signal. The analyzed signal ΩX is
assumed to be sparse [i.e., gðΩXÞ < τ]. Unlike the situation
of the synthesis model, the signal is represented by the ele-
ments that are zero in ΩX in the analysis counterpart. So, the
cosparsity is introduced to distinguish this situation from that
in the synthesis model.10 Similarly, a pair of operators is
learned for color–depth image pair in a joint analysis sparse
coding. The relation between them can be represented by
constraining the locations of “zero” on the analyzed signals
to be the same. As the depth map is indirectly reconstructed
in a patchy manner using the optimized sparse coefficient
α in the reconstruction phase of the synthesis model,
the consistent reconstructed depth values cannot be guaran-
teed on the overlapping regions of the adjacent patches.
Therefore, the final result is more likely to be over-smooth

Fig. 1 An illustration of edge inconsistency: (a) the color image and its edge map and (b) the depth map
and its edge map. (Pink window: the edges occur on the color image but not on the depth map, red
window: the edges occur on the depth map but not on the color image.)
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by averaging them. Compared with the synthesis model, the
analysis counterpart can directly reconstruct the depth map.
That is, the reconstructed depth values are directly deter-
mined by the solution to the optimization problem of
reconstruction. Overall, both synthesis and analysis models
provide a data-driven way to regularize the depth map. But
the edge inconsistency is not explicitly considered in this
type of methods due to the implicit relation learning. The
texture-copying artifacts and blurring depth edges can be
observed on their results.

Based on the analysis above, this paper proposes an
approach that combines model-based prior (i.e., a more accu-
racy model to represent the property of edge cooccurrence on
color–depth image pair) with the data-driven one to better
mitigate texture-copying artifacts and restore more details
for upsampling the LR depth map. Compared with our pre-
vious work,9 the main contribution of this article is to con-
sider model-based and data-driven priors as regularizations
on the depth map upsampling. Such two parts complement
each other, which are not considered in Ref. 9. This is inves-
tigated in Sec. 4.1. In addition, Sec. 4.2 shows the improve-
ment compared with other state-of-the-art methods. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 reviews the
related works and motivation. The proposed method is
explained in Sec. 3. Section 4 shows the experimental results
and corresponding analyses. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related Works and Motivation
The existing methods for guided depth map upsampling can
be classified into filter-based, optimization-based, and learn-
ing-based categories. First, the related works of each cat-
egory are reviewed. Then, the motivation of the proposed
method is presented.

2.1 Filter-Based Methods
The pioneer work of filter-based methods is a joint bilateral
upsampling (JBU) framework proposed by Kopf et al.11 In
this approach, bilateral filtering is used to refine the edges of
the LR depth map according to the ones of the registered HR
color image. Yang et al.12 iteratively refined the depth maps
via the cost volume computed by JBU with depth candidates.
He et al.13 proposed a guided filtering that models a linear
relationship between the output and the guidance image. It is
based on the assumption that the output has an edge only if
the guidance image has one. Garcia et al.14 reduced the
weight of unreliable depth samples by analyzing the gradient
of LR depth values. Min et al.15 proposed a weighted mode
filtering method (WMF) based on joint histogram of the
depth candidates, which enforces the result to satisfy the
requirement of L1 norm minimization. Liu et al.16 proposed
a variant of JBU, which computes weights for average based
on geodesic. The geodesic is a joint space of color and
distance instead of separating spaces in JBU. Lo et al.17

extended JBU to joint trilateral filtering (JTF) by considering
local gradient information of the LR depth map. Hua et al.18

proposed an approach that adopts onion-peeling filtering
procedure to exploit local gradient information of the depth
map. Recently, Barron and Poole19 presented a bilateral
solver for edge-preserving smoothing, which combines the
flexibility and speed of simple filtering approaches with
the accuracy of domain-specific optimization algorithms.

2.2 Optimization-Based Methods
By comparison with the filter-based methods, the optimiza-
tion-based ones are more robust to noise. Diebel and Thrun20

modeled depth map upsampling as solving a multilabeling
optimization via MRF framework. Zhu et al.21 updated the
traditional spatial MRF to the dynamic MRF, which introdu-
ces both spatial and temporal information in a MRF energy
function. It improves the accuracy and the robustness of
depth map upsampling for dynamic scenes. Lu et al.22

designed a data term in MRF energy function that can better
fit to the characteristics of depth maps. Ferstl et al.23 designed
a second-order total generalized variation smoothness con-
straint to regularize the depth map and use an anisotropic
diffusion tensor computed from the registered HR color
image to guide depth map upsampling. Lo et al.6 defined
the data term and the regularization term based on sigmoid
function. Park et al.24 proposed a nonlocal regularization
term and combined it with a weight scheme involving the
edge, the gradient, and the segmentation guidance extracted
from the HR color images. Yang et al.5 proposed a color-
guided autoregression model (AR) to upsample depth
map. Yang et al.25 proposed an optimization framework
for guided depth map upsampling, which takes local, non-
local regularization term on the LR depth map and the fea-
tures of HR color image into account. Li et al.26 proposed
a hierarchical global optimization framework that is based
on fast weighted least squares solver.27 Liu et al.28 adopted
a robust M-estimator to define the regularization term that
implicitly handles the edge inconsistency between the depth
map and the registered color image. The previous work9

proposed a quantitative measurement on edge inconsistency
between the registered color image and the depth map. Then
such inconsistency measurement is explicitly embedded into
the MRF energy function.

2.3 Learning-Based Methods
In addition to the methods in filter-based and optimized-based
categories that only use model-based prior, some approaches
based on data-driven prior are proposed. As a pioneer work,
Li et al.29 introduced synthesis sparse coding model to guide
depth upsampling, which jointly trains three dictionaries
for registered patches of the LR depth maps, the HR depth
maps, and the HR color images. In the reconstruction phase,
the depth maps are reconstructed in a patchy manner using the
sparse representation on the learned dictionary. Kwon et al.30

proposed a multiscale learning scheme to train three diction-
aries of the HR depth patches, the LR depth patches, and the
HR color patches. Furthermore, it explicitly constrains consis-
tent reconstruction between the overlapping patches in the
object function. Unlike the methods above which use synthe-
sis model, Kiechle et al.31 used analysis model to exploit the
cosparsity of the transformed depth–color image pair using
jointly learned operators, the HR depth map is reconstructed
through data fidelity and color-guided sparsity constraint.

2.4 Motivation
Based on the analysis above, sparse coding models can learn
data-driven prior to regularize the HR depth map. However,
such data-driven prior does not explicitly consider the edge
inconsistency between the color image and the depth map.
Some texture-copying artifacts and blurring depth edges
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can be observed on the upsampled depth map. In addition,
the performance of learning-based models is significantly
affected by the training data. Compared with such data-
driven prior, the model-based prior (e.g., the anisotropic
L2 norm used in Refs. 9 and 28) explicitly handles the
edge inconsistency above.

In this paper, an MRF-based method for guided depth
map upsampling is proposed which combines the data-driven
prior with the model-based ones. As synthesis sparse coding
model only optimizes the sparse coefficient, the proposed
method adopts the analysis model that can directly optimize
HR depth map. To handle the edge inconsistency between
the color image and the depth map, motivated by the
previous work,9 the model-based prior is embedded with
explicit calculation of the edge inconsistency by taking
global and local features into account. It can significantly
mitigate texture-copying artifacts and better preserve depth
edges.

3 Proposed Method
This paper proposes a method for guided depth map upsam-
pling through solving a MRF optimization problem, which is
defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;498D⋆ ¼ arg min
D

EdataðDsub;DoÞ þ λEreglðDÞ þ γEregpðDÞ;
(1)

where D is the HR depth map, Edata is the data term that
maintains the consistency between the reconstructed depth
values and the initial observed ones. Do is the set of the
observed depth values. Dsub is the subset of D sharing the
same locations as Do. Eregl and Eregp form the regularization
term, which are data-driven and model-based priors respec-
tively. In fact, the data term Edata is related to maximum like-
lihood estimation (MLE). The model-based and data-driven
priors (i.e., Eregp and Eregl) guided by high-resolution color
image provide regularizations on the distribution of the depth

map itself, which updates MLE to maximum a posteriori
estimation (MAP). Therefore, the MRF optimization is
equivalent to MAP. Figure 2 shows the block diagram rep-
resentation of the proposed method. As shown in Fig. 2, the
edge inconsistency measurement is applied to construct the
model-based prior. In addition, the data-driven prior is
learned from external datasets. Both of them are used to
regularize the depth map. Finally, the high-quality depth
map is reconstructed via solving the MRF optimization.
The data term is defined as Eq. (2). Eregl and Eregp are
explained in the following equation:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;631EdataðDsub;DoÞ ¼ kDsub − DokF: (2)

3.1 Learned Prior
We adopt the analysis model of sparse coding to learn the
relation between the color image I and the depth map D.
There are many functions that can be used to evaluate
the sparsity of signals. In this paper, the sparsity of signal
X ∈ Rn is evaluated by the following equation:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;520gðXÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

logð1þ 400x2i Þ; (3)

where xi is the i’th element of X. We generate a pair of local
patches for each pixel on the HR depth map D and the HR
color image I, respectively. The patch size is 5 × 5. Such
relation is exploited by assuming that the j’th vectorized
color and depth patches ðSjI ∈ Rm; SjD ∈ RmÞ transformed
by a learned pair of operators ðΩI ∈ Rn×m;ΩD ∈ Rn×mÞ
allow a cosparse representation. Such operators are trained
according to the method proposed by Kiechle et al.31

That is, the positions of the zero elements are shared in
the pair of the analyzed vectors ΩIS

j
I, ΩDS

j
D. However,

this constraint is ideal, the sparsity evaluation function g
[i.e., Eq. (3)] is redefined as Eq. (4) in a joint analysis

Fig. 2 The block diagram representation of the proposed method.
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sparse coding to embed such cosparse constraint in real
situations

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;730gðΩIS
j
I;ΩDS

j
DÞ ¼

Xn
i¼1

logf1þ 400½ðΩIS
j
IÞ2i þ ðΩDS

j
DÞ2i �g:

(4)

All of such patch-based constraints are considered to
regularize the whole depth map. Therefore, the data-driven
regularization term Eregl is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;636EreglðDÞ ¼
XM
j¼1

gðΩIS
j
I;ΩDS

j
DÞ; SjD ∈ D; (5)

where M is the total number of pixels on the HR depth map.

3.2 Predefined Prior
The model-based prior EregpðDÞ is usually defined as9,20,22,24

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;537EregpðDÞ ¼
X
p

X
q∈Np

ϕðp; qÞðdp − dqÞ2; (6)

where Np is the eight-connected neighborhood of pixel p.
dp, dq are elements in D, which represent the depth values
of pixels p, q. ϕ is the set of anisotropic affinities, which
includes the guidance from the color image. The following
part first explains the edge inconsistency measurement
between the color image and the depth map. Then, ϕ is
constructed by embedding such explicit measurement to
mitigate texture-copying artifacts and preserve depth edges.

To detect two cases of inconsistency between the HR
color image and the LR depth map, which are shown in
Fig. 1, the LR depth map is coarsely interpolated to the

same resolution as the HR color image followed by a bidir-
ection evaluation between the edge maps of them. These
edge maps are obtained by a Canny operator. Along each
direction, it presents an evaluation for the target edge map
tar against the reference edge map ref. The ref/tar means
the color/depth edge map along one direction, and the
depth/color edge map along the other direction.

As the quality of LR depth map is low, the edge pixels on
the depth edge map may shift from the real positions.
Therefore, they are not strictly aligned with the ones on
the color edge map, even if these edge pixels are consistent.
However, it is assumed that the displacement between the
consistent edge pixels from ref to tar should be constrained
in a small range. So, the proposed method searches the opti-
mal correspondence of each edge pixel on ref within a local
region on tar. Specifically, the local regions are set to 5 × 5,
7 × 7, and 11 × 11 for the upsampling factors of 2×, 4×, and
8×, respectively. In addition, the strength and the orientation
of the displacements of the matched edge pixels in a nearby
region should be smooth. Based on these assumptions, the
best matching pairs of edge pixels can be determined through
an MRF optimization as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;510L⋆ ¼ arg min
L¼flpg

X
p∈ref

Cðp; pþ lpÞ þ μ
X
p∈ref

X
q∈Np

Rðlp; lqÞ;

(7)

where L is the set of displacements between corresponding
edge pixels on the depth map and the color image. μ is a
balance factor between the data term C and the regularization
term R. p means the position of an edge pixel on ref. Np
represents the set of eight-connected neighboring pixels of
p. lp stands for the displacement for p, which is an element

Table 1 Quantitative comparison of components (in MAE).

Datasets Cones Teddy Tsukuba Venus

Variants 2× 4× 8× 2× 4× 8× 2× 4× 8× 2× 4× 8×

E regl 0.49 1.10 2.16 0.37 0.77 1.54 0.87 1.72 3.53 0.18 0.39 0.91

E regp 0.43 0.79 1.65 0.35 0.70 1.32 0.71 1.25 2.40 0.10 0.18 0.44

E regl þ E regp 0.39 0.73 1.52 0.31 0.64 1.21 0.70 1.20 2.20 0.09 0.18 0.36

Fig. 3 The comparison between the variants of the proposed method: (a) the color patches, (b) the
ground truth depth patches, the LR depth patches are upsampled (8×) by (c) E regl only, (d) E regp
only, and (e) E regl þ E regp.
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of L. So, pþ lp represents the position of the edge pixel
k on tar.

As minimum weighted bipartite matching32 considers
local structure and constrains each edge pixel on the refer-
ence patch to match at most one edge pixel on the target

patch, it is a more robust approach than mean of absolute
error (MAE). So, the proposed method constructs the data
term C based on minimum weighted bipartite matching.
The regularization term R implies global structure. The
details are explained as below.

Table 2 Quantitative comparison (in MAE) on Middlebury datasets.

Datasets Cones Teddy Tsukuba Venus

Methods 2× 4× 8× 2× 4× 8× 2× 4× 8× 2× 4× 8×

Bicubic 0.95 1.81 4.36 0.91 1.40 2.35 1.41 2.31 4.80 0.34 0.62 1.19

NLMR24 0.87 1.78 3.23 0.73 1.38 2.65 1.45 2.48 4.32 0.27 0.53 1.14

TGV23 0.90 1.07 1.91 0.75 0.89 1.53 1.38 1.75 3.42 0.16 0.27 0.35

WMF15 0.87 1.48 3.17 0.85 1.23 1.87 1.07 1.57 3.39 0.31 0.52 0.89

JBUV12 1.23 1.78 3.80 1.28 1.50 2.13 2.14 2.42 4.37 0.55 0.66 1.07

SUSR38 0.88 1.37 N/A 0.70 1.14 N/A 1.53 2.68 N/A 0.30 0.45 N/A

VSER35 0.51 1.05 N/A 0.38 0.75 N/A 0.95 1.87 N/A 0.12 0.28 N/A

Ours 0.39 0.73 1.52 0.31 0.64 1.21 0.70 1.20 2.20 0.09 0.18 0.36

Fig. 4 The visual results of “Tsukuba”; (a) the color image, (b) the ground truth depth map, the LR depth
maps are upsampled (4×) by (c) VSER,35 (d) SUSR,38 (e) TGV,23 and (f) the proposed method.
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By given p, if the target pixel k is not an edge pixel, it
is treated as definite inconsistency in which Cðp; kÞ is
assigned to the maximum inconsistency value. It is set to
1 in this work. Otherwise, Cðp; kÞ is defined by minimum
weighted bipartite matching32 between two patches cen-
tered by p and k. The patch size is 3 × 3. Specially,
the bipartite graph GðVp;Vk;E;WÞ is defined as follows:
Vp ¼ fep1; ep2; : : : ; epMg and Vq ¼ fek1; ek2; : : : ; ekNg
are vertices representing the sets of edge pixels in the
two patches (excluding the centers p and k). E is the
graph edges linking vertices. As the edge pixels of matched
pair in Vp and Vq are more likely to be near with each other,
the weight set W of E is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;63;609κðepi; ekjÞ ¼ fðjepx
i − ekxj j þ jepy

i − ekyj jÞ; (8)

where fð0Þ ¼ 0, fð1Þ ¼ 1, fð2Þ ¼ 1.6 and fðxÞ ¼ 2 when
x > 2. epx

i and epy
i are the coordinates of the edge

pixel epi.
For robust matching, the difference in the total number of

edge pixels betweenVp andVq should be considered as well.
In this work, the data term Cðp; kÞ computed by minimum
weighted bipartite matching is defined as Eq. (9). The range
of it is [0, 1]

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;752Cðp; kÞ ¼
X

ðmps;mksÞ
∈ Vpk 0

½κðmps;mksÞ∕2þ jM − Nj�∕8 (9)

where Vpk 0 ¼ fðmp1; mk1Þ; ðmp2; mk2Þ; : : : ; ðmpr;mkrÞg
is the set of edge pixel pairs determined by minimum
weighted bipartite matching. M;N are the total edge pixels
in Vp and Vq, respectively.

Rðlp; lqÞ is the regularization term in Eq. (7), which
penalizes the case that the adjacent edge pixels have different
displacements. It is defined as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;326;631Rðlp; lqÞ ¼
�
0; lp ¼ lq
1; lp ≠ lq

: (10)

Graph cut33 is adopted to solve the discrete MRF optimi-
zation problem [i.e., Eq. (7)]. The inconsistency measure-
ment for each edge pixel p is represented by Cðp; pþ l⋆pÞ,
which can be computed by the optimized displacement
l⋆p ∈ L⋆. Ccolor (the color edge map is regarded as the refer-
ence edge map) and Cdepth (the depth edge map is regarded
as the reference edge map) are the sets of the inconsistency
measurement for all edge pixels. As the positions of edge
pixels on the depth edge map are inaccurate, Cdepth should
be registered to Ccolor through the optimal displacement set

Fig. 5 The visual results of “cones”; (a) the color image, (b) the ground truth depth map, the LR depth
maps are upsampled (4×) by (c) VSER,35 (d) SUSR,38 (e) TGV,23 and (f) the proposed method.
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Ldepth. Ldepth is the solution to Eq. (7) when the depth edge
map is the reference edge map. If there are more than one
depth edge pixels mapping to the same color edge pixel,
the best mapping with the lowest Cðp; kÞ is adopted. We
use C 0

depth to represent the registered Cdepth. To take the bidi-
rectional evaluation into account, a confidence map α is
defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;63;675α ¼ maxðC 0
depth;CcolorÞ: (11)

This confidence map is explicitly embedded into the con-
struction of ϕ to mitigate texture-copying artifacts and pre-
serve depth edges. Specially, the affinity ϕðp; qÞ between
neighboring pixels p and q is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;63;599ϕðp; qÞ ¼ exp

�
−
ð1 − αpqÞj∇Ipqj þ αpqj∇D̂pqj

2δ2

�
; (12)

where αpq is defined as αpq ¼ maxðαp;αqÞ which integrates
αp and αq together to better mitigate texture-copy artifacts
and preserve depth edges because of the single pixel width
edges detected by Canny operator. ∇Ipq and ∇D̂pq are
the differences between p and q on the color image and
the coarsely interpolated depth map, respectively. It is

observed that ∇Ipq is able to play more important role
when the color edge map is more consistent with the depth
edge map (i.e., αpq is closer to zero) and vice versa.

The optimization problem [i.e., Eq. (1)] is nonconvex. In
this paper, we use the coarsely interpolated depth map D̂ as
the initial values and L-BFGS is adopted to solve Eq. (1).

4 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate different state-of-the-art methods
on Middlebury datasets.34 The LR depth map is generated by
downsampling the ground truth through nearest neighbor
interpolation, which is also used in methods.5,35–37 The
downsampling scales are 2×, 4×, and 8×. So, the observed
depth values are ground-truth depth values, which mean that
they have high confidence. The proposed method expects the
reconstructed depth values at such locations are consistent
with the observed ones. Therefore, relative small values
are chosen for λ and γ to increase the contribution of the
data term Edata. In addition, to balance the contributions
of Eregl and Eregp, γ should be smaller than λ based on
the observation of the cost values of these terms. More spe-
cifically, λ and γ are empirically assigned to 0.01 and 0.001,
respectively. These values are tuned to balance the perfor-
mance and the robustness of computation on “cones” dataset
and they are fixed for other datasets.

Fig. 6 The visual results of “teddy”; (a) the color image, (b) the ground truth depth map, the LR depth
maps are upsampled (8×) by (c) WMF,15 (d) NLMR,24 (e) TGV,23 and (f) the proposed method.
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To validate the advantage of integrating cosparse analysis
model with explicit edge inconsistency measurement, the
performance comparison against the models that are adopted
only one component (i.e., either cosparse analysis model or
edge inconsistency measurement) is conducted. Then, the
proposed method is compared with other state-of-the-art
approaches.

4.1 Comparison Between Variants of the Proposed
Method

We compare the proposed method with two variants, which
uses either Eregl or Eregp to define regularization term in
Eq. (1) on Middlebury datasets in the cases of 2×, 4×,
and 8×, respectively. As shown in Table 1 which evaluates
results by MAE, the complex regularization term
(Eregl þ Eregp) outperforms the others. The data-driven
prior is not robust when the upsampling factor is large,
but it still provides certain complementary to the model-
based prior. Figure 3 shows the subjective comparison
between such variants. It is observed that the results are
over-smooth when only Eregl is used to regularize the
depth map. Edge leaking artifacts are shown on the results
of the model that uses Eregp only. Compared with the two
above, the proposed method is closest to the ground truth.

4.2 Comparison with Other State-of-the-Art Methods
The proposed method is further compared with seven bench-
mark and state-of-the-art approaches, which are bicubic
interpolation, JBUV,12 WMF,15 NLMR,24 TGV,23 SUSR,38

and VSER.35 Table 2 shows the results of these methods
evaluated by MAE. SUSR and VSER are the approaches
to single depth upsampling, which is a more changeling
problem. Only the results of the cases 2× and 4× are avail-
able for them. The optimal one is marked in bold. It is
observed that the proposed method can significantly improve
the performance of depth map upsampling compared with
other state-of-the-art approaches. Figures 4 and 5 show
the visual results of 4× case on “Tuskuba” and “cones” data-
sets. The proposed method is compared with two approaches
of single depth map upsampling (SUSR, VSER) and a
method of guided depth map upsampling (TGV). From the
highlighted regions, the results of SUSR and VSER always
blur the depth edges. There are texture-copying artifacts
presented in the results of SUSR. In addition, TGV cannot
preserve tiny details (e.g., the sticks in the cup) of the depth
map. Compared with these approaches, the proposed method
performs better in preserving depth edges and mitigating
texture-copying artifacts.

To further evaluate the robustness of the proposed method
in the case of large upsampling factor, Figs. 6 and 7 show

Fig. 7 The visual results of “cones”; (a) the color image, (b) the ground truth depth map, the LR depth
maps are upsampled (8×) by (c) WMF,15 (d) NLMR,24 (e) TGV,23 and (f) the proposed method.
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the visual results of 8× case on “cones” and “teddy” datasets.
The highlighted regions show that WMF and NLMR per-
form poor in preserving depth edges. Although TGV can
better preserve edges than WMF and NLMR, it may fail
restoring tiny details of the depth map (e.g., highlighted
by red square in Fig. 7). Compared with them, the proposed
method provides more robust performance of depth map
upsampling.

5 Conclusion
This paper proposes a method for guided depth map upsam-
pling, which integrates data-driven prior with model-based
prior to regularize the HR depth map. The data-driven
prior based on analysis sparse coding can be treated as
the regularization of the high-order MRF model. The
model-based prior embedding with edge inconsistency
measurement model can mitigate texture-copying artifacts.
The two parts of regularization complement each other to
restore high-quality depth map. The experimental results
show the improvement in the proposed method compared
with other state-of-the-art approaches.
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